
 
 

 
SAMSUNG CHOOSES EBUYER.COM FOR EXCLUSIVE RELEASE OF BLUE N310 

NETBOOK 
 
Howden, UK – Ebuyer.com, one of the UK’s leading retailers of brand name 
computer and consumer electronics are offering customers an exclusive blue 
Samsung N310 netbook for the great price of only £364.98. Samsung has 
chosen Ebuyer exclusively for the release of the ‘blue’ netbook in the UK. This 
very exclusive offer from Ebuyer is available on the web until stocks last.  
 
The Netbook is fast becoming the choice of many trendsetting on-the-go 
professionals living a fast paced life with a need to connect to the digital world on 
a constant basis whether they are at home or travelling. 

The Samsung N310 10” netbook is a smart, stylish and very powerful device 
designed to satisfy even the most demanding computing enthusiast. The netbook 
can be used for storing and sharing information, photos, music and for browsing 
the internet.  

The 10" WSVGA Glare SuperBright© Gloss LED Display has resolution of 1024 x 
600, making the netbook, the world’s largest mini netbook. Its innovative design 
gives it an extra edge for maximum mobility and productivity. The design 
ergonomics of the netbook makes it very user friendly.  

With an Intel Atom processor of 1.6 Ghz and memory of 1GB DDR2 800MHz, the 
netbook is a tiny wonder and a pure delight to the user. A 160GB SATA hard 
drive of 5400RPM ensures that the netbook has enough storage space for any 
discerning user who has an unending need for space to store data.  

The N310 netbook comes with a Windows XP operating system and an array of 
software options like the Samsung Magic Doctor, Samsung Update Plus, Easy 
Display Manger and many others. For extra protection, the security features are 
enhanced and the netbook comes with a BIOS Boot Up Password / HDD 
Password and a Kensington Lock Port. The user also gets a free McAfee Virus 
Scan program and a Samsung Recovery Solution III. Additional features of the 
Samsung N310 netbook is in its improved audio system powered by the EDS 



(Enhanced Digital Sound) effect and 3 Watts Stereo Speakers (1.5W x 2). The 84 
keyboard comes with a silver nano technology that is anti-bacterial and has a 
scroll type flat touch pad.  

Professional netbook users have a greater need for networking technology. 
Reflecting this need, the N310 comes with a wired Ethernet LAN, Wi-fi and 
Bluetooth so the user is never out of options for connecting to the information 
highway.   

For a netbook, weight does matter since netbook users are profiled mainly as 
highly mobile professionals and so weight is a pertinent decision maker in 
purchasing of netbooks.  

The Samsung N310 weighs only 1.23 KGs, making it an easy travelling 
companion and comes with a 1 year collect and return manufacturer warranty.  


